
 

 

Science: Forces and Magnets 

Progression of Skills and Milestones 

Document 



Year 3 
Forces and Magnets 

• compare how things move on different surfaces 
• notice that some forces need contact between 2 objects, but magnetic forces can act at a distance 
• observe how magnets attract or repel each other and attract some materials and not others 
• compare and group together a variety of everyday materials on the basis of whether they are attracted to a magnet, and identify some magnetic 

materials 
• describe magnets as having 2 poles 
• predict whether 2 magnets will attract or repel each other, depending on which poles are facing 

Notes: 
 
Pupils might work scientifically by: comparing how different things move and grouping them; raising questions and carrying out tests to find out how far things 
move on different surfaces, and gathering and recording data to find answers to their questions; exploring the strengths of different magnets and finding a fair 
way to compare them; sorting materials into those that are magnetic and those that are not; looking for patterns in the way that magnets behave in relation to 
each other and what might affect this, for example, the strength of the magnet or which pole faces another; identifying how these properties make magnets 
useful in everyday items and suggesting creative uses for different magnets. 

Key Vocabulary Common Misconceptions 

Force, push, pull, twist, contact force, non-contact force, magnetic force, 
magnet, strength, bar magnet, ring magnet, button magnet, horseshoe 
magnet, attract, repel, magnetic material, metal, iron, steel, poles, north pole, 
south pole 

Some children may think: 

• the bigger the magnet the stronger it is 

• all metals are magnetic. 

Activities Possible Evidence 

• Carry out investigations to explore how objects move on different surfaces 
e.g. spinning tops/coins, rolling balls/cars, clockwork toys, soles of shoes 
etc. 

• Explore what materials are attracted to a magnet.  

• Classify materials according to whether they are magnetic. 

• Explore the way that magnets behave in relation to each other. 

• Use a marked magnet to find the unmarked poles on other types of 
magnets. 

• Explore how magnets work at a distance e.g. through the table, in water, 
jumping paper clips up off the table. 

• Devise an investigation to test the strength of magnets. 
 
TAPS practical assessments to be used at the end of each unit. 

• Can give examples of forces in everyday life 

• Can give examples of objects moving differently on different surfaces 

• Can name a range of types of magnets and show how the poles attract 
and repel 

• Can draw diagrams using arrows to show the attraction and repulsion 
between the poles of magnets 

• Can use their results to describe how objects move on different surfaces  

• Can use their results to make predictions for further tests e.g. it will spin 
for longer on this surface than that, but not as long as it spun on that 
surface 

• Can use classification evidence to identify that some metals, but not all, 
are magnetic 

• Through their exploration, they can show how like poles repel and unlike 
poles attract, and name unmarked poles 

• Can use test data to rank magnets 
 
Concept Cartoons’ and ‘Exit Cards’ to be used at the end of lessons to assess understanding. 



Y3 Proof of Progress - Working Towards (Basic), Age Related (Advancing) and Greater Depth Expectations (Deep) 

  
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



End of Lower Key Stage 2 Age Related Expectations 

 
 
 

 



Year 5 
Forces and Magnets 

• explain that unsupported objects fall towards the Earth because of the force of gravity acting between the Earth and the falling object 
• identify the effects of air resistance, water resistance and friction, that act between moving surfaces 
• recognise that some mechanisms including levers, pulleys and gears allow a smaller force to have a greater effect 

Notes: 
Pupils should explore falling objects and raise questions about the effects of air resistance. They should explore the effects of air resistance by observing how 
different objects such as parachutes and sycamore seeds fall. They should experience forces that make things begin to move, get faster or slow down. Pupils 
should explore the effects of friction on movement and find out how it slows or stops moving objects, for example, by observing the effects of a brake on a 
bicycle wheel. Pupils should explore the effects of levers, pulleys and simple machines on movement. 
 
Pupils might find out how scientists, for example, Galileo Galilei and Isaac Newton helped to develop the theory of gravitation.  
 
Pupils might work scientifically by: exploring falling paper cones or cupcake cases, and designing and making a variety of parachutes and carrying out fair 
tests to determine which designs are the most effective. They might explore resistance in water by making and testing boats of different shapes. They might 
design and make products that use levers, pulleys, gears and/or springs and explore their effects. 

Key Vocabulary Common Misconceptions 

Force, gravity, Earth, air resistance, water resistance, friction, mechanisms, 
simple machines, levers, pulleys, gears 

Some children may think: 

• the heavier the object the faster it falls, because it has more gravity 
acting on it • forces always act in pairs which are equal and opposite 

• smooth surfaces have no friction 

• objects always travel better on smooth surfaces 

• a moving object has a force which is pushing it forwards and it stops 
when the pushing force wears out 

• a non-moving object has no forces acting on it 

• heavy objects sink and light objects float. 

Activities Possible Evidence 

• Investigate the effect of friction in a range of contexts e.g. trainers, 
bathmats, mats for a helter-skelter. 

• Investigate the effects of water resistance in a range of contexts e.g. 
dropping shapes through water and pulling shapes, such as boats, 
along the surface of water. 

• Investigate the effects of air resistance in a range of contexts e.g. 
parachutes, spinners, sails on boats. 

• Explore how levers, pulleys and gears work. 

• Make a product that involves a lever, pulley or gear. 

• Create a timer that uses gravity to move a ball. 

• Can demonstrate the effect of gravity acting on an unsupported object 

• Can give examples of friction, water resistance and air resistance  

• Can give examples of when it is beneficial to have high or low friction, 
water resistance and air resistance 

• Can demonstrate how pulleys, levers and gears work 

• Can explain the results of their investigations in terms of the force, 
showing a good understanding that as the object tries to move 
through the water or air or across the surface the particles in the 
water, air or on the surface slow it down 

• Can demonstrate clearly the effects of using levers, pulleys and gears 
 



• Research how the work of scientists such as Galileo Galilei and Isaac 
Newton helped to develop the theory of gravitation. 

 
TAPS practical assessments to be used at the end of each unit. 

Concept Cartoons’ and ‘Exit Cards’ to be used at the end of lessons to 
assess understanding. 

Y5 Proof of Progress - Working Towards (Basic), Age Related (Advancing) and Greater Depth Expectations (Deep) 

 
 

 

 

 

 
 



 

  

End of Upper Key Stage 2 Age Related Expectations 

 

 


